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Volume 7, Opening Pages

Introduction by Charlotte Walter
“The Universe is
responding to
your
declaration.”
Charlotte Walter

What a wonderful way to begin this book with an example of a miracle through a change in consciousness, as told by our beloved Charlotte Walter.
She tells of her ill and depressed friend who turned his health and life around
through his enthusiastic embrace of Jeshua’s teachings.
Especially powerful is the theme of this volume that “our life is a holographic
projection of our consciousness and beliefs. If we want to change the
hologram, we need to change our conscious projections.”
Charlotte is a teacher, barrier breakthrough-coach and author. She has also
taught a popular workshop at our Christos Advance in 2017. Charlotte is the
author of several books, but my favorite is The Shift has Hit the Fan and It’s
Changing Everything! Here is an excerpt from it that touches my heart:
“Love is a Cosmic Gift. Surrender is love, gratitude is love and joy is the
outpouring of love. Love cherishes and adores. It is the divine Mystery and it
is Divine Energy that the poets and playwrights have explored since the
beginning of time. It cannot be fabricated. It is the longing in your heart to
be One with All That Is – to be Home and to belong.” Her website is:
www.thedimensionalshift.com

Discussion Questions
 What words in Charlotte’s pages touches your heart? Your
mind? Your imagination?
 Have you or someone you know experienced a deep
transformation when you added enthusiasm (from the word
“theo” meaning God) to your declarations?
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Assignment
1. Use the following affirmation for at least a week “I AM in perfect
health, I AM in full financial abundance and I AM the Universe
listening to my declaration!” Note how that feels to say this and/or
write it out and to be aware of how the miracles appear all around
you.
2. Listen to the talk that Eva gave “Welcome Home Beloved” for Unity
Church in Port Angeles is available on YouTube.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IHlv3Q4VAJc

3. Other talks on Unity Church YouTube channel are at:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCNP-ZvkDfjrU183uTMZsOzw
If the site is wonky, just put in Unity Church in Port Angeles
in the search space and it should appear.

NOTES:
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